
    Maker space project : essentially main idea is finding a way to install 
waterproof sockets or led fixtures wiring it through the pvc while also finding 
a convenient place to install a completely sealed and plastic junction box 
For the battery and positive and negative connections and reason for the 
junction box is because one it’ll stop everything from frying and two it will 
be easily accessible for the change of battery. And materials will be 
provided by my expense . also i'd like to mention the fact i will run tests at 
home with self made projects at home to decide what voltage of lights and 
battery to use so that i can see what will be able to find out what will 
actually be useful in terms of not so clear water . cause its easy to see 
inside a maintained pool but what about the ocean or a river. My project 
idea is cheap and easily modified all you have to do is get different battery 
sizes and lights and bam there's a new model. 
  
Materials   1. Merits x 2 
  
                   2.T8 base lamp socket(plastic not metal) x2 
 
                   3. LED light bulb(6v or a variable) x2  
  

 4.PVC junction box 
 
                   5. ⅛’’ x 8’ x 2 wire  
  
                   6 . 12v battery or a higher  
 
                   7. Screws 
 
                   8. Rubber matted washers or even gasket matted  


